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                With its single-author focus, this volume dedicated to Georges Limbour — the first major critical study of the author and critic — brings a somewhat marginal figure fully into the limelight. The attention to Limbour's writings on Dubuffet and Masson, most notably, serve not so much to illuminate the work of these painters as to flesh out a quite particular aesthetics, built around a personal configuration of references. Thus the importance of German Romanticism and Symbolist poetics, particularly Nerval, comes to the fore, offsetting the more canonical Surrealist influences with a sense of the urgency of a quasi-spiritual quest, treated here by Rialland with meticulous attention to the interplay between the imagination and the real. This dialectic, and the particularly Kantian conception of the imagination as schemata of transfiguration, has also determined the overall analytical objectives of the volume. The aim of offering a synthetic account of the imaginative apparatus on which the whole œuvre — a vastly eclectic range of short pieces of art criticism, four novels, poetry, and various unpublished pieces — rests, does have the drawback, however, of preventing the reader from forming a sense of the context and occasion of production, or even of the particular form of any given piece, as the method of accumulating citations to demonstrate the constancy of Limbour's aesthetic preoccupations tends to efface any trace of the differences between specific writings. The reader gleans information about friendships — with Dubuffet and Masson again, but also with Ponge, Braque, and Picasso — and is able to deduce the network of mutual citation and admiration that underpinned the circle of artists and writers more or less closely associated with the dealer Kahnweiler, but this sort of information is subordinated to the composition of Limbour's mental universe. The focus on constituting an œuvre is justified, given the scattered nature of the corpus, and Rialland does it with great rigour, enabling her to measure Limbour instructively against major critical voices also stemming out of the Romantic tradition: Jean-Pierre Richard and even Jacques Rancière (La Parole muette) are two such critical references invoked. However, in its most frustrating phase, it results in assiduous tracking of any biographical reference to the end of showing that biography does play a role in the elaboration of the writings, despite their ostensibly mythical facture. It is not really until the Conclusion that the anachronistic dimension of Limbour's work, which Rialland suggests was an important aspect of its imaginative unity, is acknowledged, leaving the reader curious to understand more about that dimension of critical and creative production closely associated with abstraction in the post-war era yet somewhat impervious to it, or perhaps nervous around it.
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